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A scale model of the Indianapolis international airport

A road map is a model too.
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Terms of the course

Modelling of Complex Systems

I Modelling?
I to model = to specify = to represent knowledge
I a modelling = a specification = a theory consisting of a set of

propositions satisfied by the modelled system.
I In this course, modellings are expressed in formal logics.

I System?
I To be understood in a broad sense:

an application domain, a problem domain
I Involving a mixed collection of static or dynamic objects and

relations between them.
I E.g. the domain of computer configurations, of school grants,

a planning domain, a game world
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Three uses of modellings

Three main uses of formal specification:

I (1) for precise documentation,

I (2) to develop provably correct systems designs, and even
derive programs from it,

I (3) modellings can be used by computers to solve problems
and perform tasks.
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(1) Modelling for documentation

I Building complex systems requires maintaining precise
documentation

I E.g., rumor has it that NASA could not rebuild the Saturn 5
rockets used in the Apollo program because good
documentation was not maintained.

I Unified Modelling Language (UML)
I different pseudo-formal languages to describe different aspects

of a software system
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(2) Modelling for system design and verification

Using formal modelling(s) of the system

I for proving correctness of a (manually implemented) system.

Verification

I Repairing a bug discovered during operational phase is
exponentially more expensive than repairing it during design
phase.

I sometimes for automated development of formally verified
computer programs.

I A famous early case: Metro 14 in Paris
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I Paris Metro 14 - 1998

I Fully automatic

I Control system developed by
Siemens

I Formal method : B-method

I Interactive proces van gradually
refined formal specifications

I Proof of correctness of each
refinement compared to the
previous

I Automatic transformation of
concrete specification → Ada

I Labor intensive: 110.000 lines B
→ 86.000 lines program

I Number of detected software
bugs so far: 0, zero!

I http:
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In this course, we study a descendant of B and the refinement and
proof methodology that was used in it.
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(3) Modelling for problem solving

I Computational problems are directly solved using the
modelling

I by applying generic (domain independent) inference programs
to them.

I No more (domain specific) programming is required.

I Found in many declarative programming paradigms:

I logic and functional programming, Constraint Programming,
databases, Answer Set Programming

This course covers many principles found in these disciplines and
brings them together in one unified conceptual framework.
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Why study formal modelling methods?

(1) Formal modelling methods are needed for building correct
software.
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FAMOUS SOFTWARE HORROR STORIES

I Several 1985-7 deaths of cancer patients were due to overdoses of
radiation resulting from a race condition between concurrent tasks in the
Therac-25 software. Report

I The British destroyer H.M.S. Sheffield was sunk in the Falkland Islands
war. According to one report, the ship’s radar warning systems were
programmed to identify the Exocet missile as ”friendly” because the
British arsenal includes the Exocet’s homing device and allowed the
missile to reach its target, namely the Sheffield.

I The Ariane 5 satellite launcher malfunction was caused by a faulty
software exception routine resulting from a bad 64-bit floating point to
16-bit integer conversion.

I In 1994 Intel lost millions of dollars by releasing their Pentium chip with
the FDIV error (error in the floating point division)

I Rumor has it that a number of years ago, an experimental American
military plane flipped over when crossing the equator.
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Mission critical

Criticial systems:

I life-critical of safety-critical system: a system whose failure
may result in death.

I commercially critical: E.g. Intel lost $475 million with faulty
Pentium chip.

I mission critical: a project the success of which is vital to the
mission of an organization.

For such applications, the investment of formal specification and
verification is worthwhile.
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I There is no other way to ensure correctness of programs than
through formal specification and verification (Use 2)
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Why study formal modelling methods?

(2) To get scientific understanding of software engineering.

Programming is still an art, not an “engineering” dis-
cipline.

We are missing scientific understanding.
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Why study formal modelling methods?

Various processes and methodologies (e.g. object orientation) have
been developed over the last few decades to ”tame” the software
crisis.

With varying degrees of success.

I Software is still costly and often unreliable.
I There are still many failed or delayed software projects.

I Tax-on-web Belgium
I Computerizing juridical services in Belgium.
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Study of formal declarative metods will give us scientific insights in
software engineering by

I Splitting knowledge from problems

I Identifying problem classes as forms of inference on
declarative specifications.

In that respect, formal modelling and reasoning is truly one of the
fundamental scientific legs of computer science.
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Why study formal modelling methods?

(3) Solving software problems by application of domain
independent generic inference programs to formal specifications
has potentially many advantages compared to standard software
engineering (Use 3)

I Significant benefits on important software quality metrics
correctness, reuse, maintainability, development time, except
for efficiency

I (in fact, in some cases even for efficiency).
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The google maps metaphor
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Google map ∼ a knowledge base

A bag of information
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Google itinerary ∼ program

A process description solving a problem: going from A to B
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”Itineraries” versus ”maps”

I Advantage of itineraries versus the map:
I ”mindless” execution solves the problem of going from A to B!

I Disadvantages of itinerary versus map:
I an itinerary is a single solution for a single problem

I so many variant problems
I no flexibility

I one change in the world
I a miniscule change to the map
I large scale revision of many itineraries

I hand made itineraries contain mistakes
I development and maintenance of ”itineraries” may be costly
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Sounds like the problems of IT?
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Closing the metaphor

Map ∼ a modelling = a knowledge base
Itinerary ∼ a program

Google maps ∼ a declarative knowledge base system

I Google maps is a flexible reasoning system that uses a map to
compute solutions for a range of problems.

I Analogously, a knowledge base system is a flexible reasoning
system that uses a knowledge base to solve a range of
problems.
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Bill Gates in an interview in 2008: 1

With the [Microsoft] declarative language project, the
goal is to make programming declarative rather than
procedural. “Most code that’s written today is
procedural code. And there’s been this holy grail of
development forever, which is that you shouldn’t have to
write so much [procedural] code,” Gates said. “We’re
investing very heavily to say that customization of
applications, the dream, the quest, we call it,
should take a tenth as much code as it takes today.”

Microsoft invests in formal methods.

1http://www.infoworld.com/d/developer-world/

gates-talks-declarative-modeling-language-effort-386
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I Gates predicts a reduction of a factor 10 in development time.
In fact, this and higher factors are already achieved in certain
disciplines: constraint programming and database applications.
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Why is formal modelling important?

(4) Developing key abilities for software developers

I to explicate and express background information, to define
tasks and problems, to reason about the correctness of a
system, to develop an abstract view of a system and refine it,
etc.
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Why is formal modelling important?

(5) To prepare students for the future.

I It is more than reasonable to assume that formal languages
and methods will play an increasingly important role in
industry during your careers, e.g.:

I Business rule systems
I Semantic web
I New database technologies
I Knowledge-based software solutions
I Declarative DSL’s
I Verification of software and hardware systems.

I The use of formal languages and systems is increasing in
research. Many of those of you that will make a PhD will be
confronted with formal languages in their research.
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